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Abstract
Software is essential for data science. However, several software tools remain out of reach for many users due to a lack of documentation, thus limiting progress in the field. Tutorial development by authors and users can greatly improve a tool’s accessibility and accelerate its adoption. In this article, we explore hackathons such as hackseq as a venue for authors and users to develop tutorials to address the lack of documented software. We describe four advantages of hackathon-driven tutorial development as well as three challenges that we faced. We also discuss our experience with remote participation. In short, if properly prepared, hackathons can provide a productive venue for assembling a group of passionate people, including remote participants, to develop a suite of related tutorials and address the growing need for accessible software.
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Data science is an interdisciplinary field that relies heavily on the use of software tools. These tools require advanced domain-specific knowledge, which is often difficult to acquire and keep up-to-date considering the rate at which new methods become available and best practices evolve. This difficulty primarily stems from incomplete or unclear documentation. In the case of software packages (e.g. in R and Python), minimal documentation consists of describing inputs and outputs for individual functions. The Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN) is the de facto package repository for the R programming language and requires that submitted packages at least include this degree of documentation. CRAN also offers a framework for package developers to include additional documentation in the form of vignettes, which typically demonstrate real-world use cases. However, it appears that the majority of CRAN packages do not have vignettes. On the other hand, vignettes are required for submission to Bioconductor, a package repository geared towards computational biology. This requirement has made Bioconductor and its numerous packages much more accessible to both new and experienced users. Unfortunately, the practice of including user-friendly vignettes or tutorials remains uncommon. To address this problem, the authors experimented with tutorial development in a hackathon project at hackseq 2017. We describe our experience in this article.

The aim of our project was to organize the collective knowledge of a group of computational biologists into modular tutorials that leveraged the same dataset. Tutorial topics were proposed by and then assigned to members of the team. The tutorials were designed to be independent from each other, but they can readily be combined to form workshop lessons that use the same dataset. In this paper, we explore the benefits and challenges associated with hackathon-driven tutorial development, including the trade-offs of remote hackathon participation. Briefly, we believe that hackathons are an excellent venue for tutorial development and are particularly suitable for remote participation.

We found at least four benefits of collaboratively developing tutorials in a hackathon setting. First, interest in a given topic can be assessed based on the voluntary participation of hackathon attendees. The assembly of people interested in a topic can further motivate tutorial development. Second, once a common dataset is selected and processed, team members can efficiently work in parallel. Third, although team members do not have to rely on one another, they may draw on the collective knowledge of the team. The various perspectives and ideas from different research specialties can guide tutorial design, resulting in higher-quality material. In more practical terms, developing tutorials during a hackathon allows problems to be more readily resolved, and team members can perform peer review, leading to more polished tutorials. Fourth, these hackathon projects often bring together community members that have yet to work together and can thus catalyze new collaborations.

That said, there are some challenges or considerations to keep in mind when developing tutorials in the context of hackathons. First, the hackathon project should feature a theme or topic that is focused in scope so that team members can assist one another. The skill level of the target audience should also be determined beforehand. Second, once a theme is decided, any existing tutorials should be identified beforehand to avoid repetition. As mentioned previously, vignettes exist for many software tools, and time is best invested in developing new material that is not yet available. Alternatively, one could build on the work of others by adapting or improving existing open-source tutorials. Third, we suggest that you identify a dataset that can be used in all proposed tutorials and meets the following criteria: openly accessible; properly formatted (i.e. little to no missing or malformed data); relevant to the target audience; and ideally sized (i.e. large enough to be interesting but small enough to fit on a personal computer). For example, in the case of tutorials geared towards computational biologists, there are several interesting human genomic datasets, but access is often restricted for privacy. Accordingly, it may be more practical to select a dataset first and then determine a theme and set of tutorial topics that can be developed using this dataset.

It is often cost-prohibitive to travel for short conferences, especially when travel awards do not cover non-traditional meetings such as hackathons. Fortunately, remote participation is not only possible for hackathons, but relatively straightforward. Several tools exist to support collaborative projects while eliminating the need for colocation. For instance, GitHub offers decentralized code sharing, Skype enables face-to-face team discussions, and Slack is a popular platform for asynchronous communication, which is essential when team members inhabit distant time zones. For example, we successfully managed our project despite being located in Vancouver, BC with remote participants in China and France. We argue that remote participation is especially straightforward for tutorial development because material can be developed independently and thus asynchronously. On the other hand, virtual attendance precludes any participation in social or networking events. There is also additional work involved in ensuring that every local and remote team member have assigned tasks at any given time. Overall, we believe that allowing remote participation is a net benefit for a hackathon project, especially for tutorial development.

In conclusion, our experience with developing tutorials at a hackathon with remote participants was positive. We believe that we were able to achieve more together than separately, mostly because we gain access to immediate peer review of our tutorials. We also learned lessons that will help ensure success for future hackathon projects geared toward tutorial development. We believe this approach to be generalizable to other fields and a model for assembling passionate data scientists with similar interests and organizing their collective knowledge into modular tutorials. In turn, these tutorials can greatly benefit the field of data science by facilitating the adoption of powerful tools and accelerating the training of future data scientists.
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The authors describe their experience with tutorial development in a collaborative event. These events bring together volunteer community participants, either locally or remotely, for a defined period of time to accomplish specific tasks. In this case, the motivation is to help develop and improve user facing documentation for existing software packages.

This is an important problem since documentation writing is an undervalued but important part of building useful scientific software. Some suggestions to help improve the manuscript:

- Could you provide specific examples of materials developed during your collaborative events? Seeing outcomes would help motivate readers of the paper.
- Do you have specific approaches for identifying existing tutorials and datasets, and connecting with other communities doing similar work? One downside of time-bounded events is that it can be hard to have enough time to become familiar with previous work and finish tutorials in the time frame of the event. How do you help make it easier to get started, and ensure that work is in a completed state at the end of the event?
- How do you maintain documentation following the event? Is it integrated back into the projects? Do subsequent events follow up and continue the work? Out of date and obsolete documentation can be as problematic as absent or terse documentation. Strategies to help mitigate this problem and ensure the produced documentation evolves over time would be helpful.
- What are your strategies for motivating attendees to attend a documentation based event? It’s always challenging to get researchers to write docs, so it might also be hard to convince people to devote dedicated time over multiple days for this.
- It would be worth mentioning and coordinating with Bérénice Batut, who organizes similar events for the Galaxy Training Materials.
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I just learned that documentation has four different functions: tutorials, how-to-guides, explanation and technical references. They are distinct from each other and good documentation needs to be structured around them and be separated from each other. Specifically, a tutorial is learning-oriented; a how-to-guide is goal-oriented; an explanation is understanding-oriented and a reference guide is information-oriented.

That being said, it would be good for the authors to make it clear that a tutorial is only one part of the function of documentation.

1. The authors did not provide any details of the hackathon. It will be good to have examples. E.g. what tutorials were developed for what tools?
2. If hackathon-driven tutorial development is successful, the authors may need to provide what they have accomplished by developing the tutorials and provide some feedback on the user-end of that tool.
3. Are there any other challenges besides choosing topics, identifying existing tutorials and selecting a dataset? Are there any challenges in organizing such a hackathon?
4. Are there any challenges for remote attendance? E.g. if the attendants are in a different time-zone, how the peer-review was conducted in a timely manner?
5. The sentence: “minimal documentation consists of describing inputs and outputs for individual functions” should contain “arguments/parameters” as well.

6. If one shortens this sentence “These tools require advanced domain-specific knowledge, which is often difficult to acquire and keep up-to-date considering the rate at which new methods become available and best practices evolve. This difficulty primarily stems from incomplete or unclear documentation.” to “Difficulties in acquiring domain-specific knowledge primarily stems from incomplete or unclear documentation.” This is not true. Please re-structure the sentence.
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